
… figuring out dimensions, cutting up old linens 
and doing a padding between table and cloth 
was easy.

… sewing up corners and edges worked after a 
while.

… the first washing was so so. A shorter cycle 
and gentler drying may do better.

… great failure: The iron is unable to flatten 
the linen sheets. It is unable to recognised the 
moistened linen as linen… and turns down the 
temperature…



The kitchen table is sized, overhang plus edge added, fabric as best flattened and cut to size. Corners 
and edges are stitched and iron out. The molleton underlay is cut... and then comes the big moment... 
does it fit or not... And what does it look like? Result... it does not fit...! Double check... I don't understand 
how this came about... why is the edge bigger lengthwise than crosswise? A mystery!


Okay, adjust the cloth on the table such so that it overhangs the edge width 4cm plus 1cm… that is on 
one short and one long side. Mark the new edge of the other sides directly on the cloth. Back to work 
table, sewing machine and iron... three corners and two edges cut opened, re-marked (don't forget 1cm 
fold-in for the edge) and re-stitched... ironed... Molleton underlay newly cut... and then the big moment... 
does it fit or doesn't it fit...? Result... it seems to fit... but exactly how...? And how does it look...?


Okay,  fixed the molleton at the corners to the table with adhesive tape. Put on the tablecloth. Adjust all 
edges…! All fits...! What happened to the planned overhang of one centimetre all around...? Him, need 

to withdraw within... and think!


Stepping back I notice how good the tablecloth looks. Seams run right along the edge of the table. 

The overhang extends at an angle sideways... the molleton remains invisible… 


Something dawns on me! "Isn't this what you wanted?" "Yes, Lord, that is what I wanted." On this 

cloth - exactly as it is now - my plywood boards are easily moved about. Pulling them close to the dish 
avoids spilling. Same works on the tabletop without cloth, but everything now is softer and quiet. It is 
more like a support plane, whose overhang fits well the legs. It covers the table's rounded corners and 

yet accentuates them. 


He created us. He equipped us with everything we need. He stabilises us and makes up for our mistakes. 
I know this, and have experienced it a thousand times. The fact that He gets involved in the making of my 
tablecloths, and lovingly ensures results are right, leaves me speechless. Who are You, Lord?



